
Name: Ronald Canns
Birth Year: 1946
ALPCA #: 10719
Residence: Casa Grande, AZ
Occupation: Retired Insurance Agent

How did you start collecting plates? Was there someone who was your men
I started collecting when I asked by Grandfather for some old license plates that
barn.

How did you hear about the Arizona Regional?
I bought a plate on eBay from an ALPCA member and found out about the club

What plates do you collect and which are your favorites? Where do you ge
I collect older Vermont and New Hampshire plates. I’m always looking for plat
lower number plates.

Do you have tips for newer members on the best places to acquire plates?
There are better quality plates available at ALPCA regional meets than you can

How often do you make it to Arizona License Plate Society events?
I make it to most of the Arizona meets.

Which plate in your collection has the best story?
Plate #R-18. It was a 1969 New Hampshire plate that I thought went missing on
after I got this plate at the 2009 ALPS Wickenburg meet. But it was found later

How many plates are in your collection? What types? What do you wish yo
I have about 300-400 plates. I especially like New England plates, the Maritime
number Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Maine. I am always loo
plates.

Do you display your plates?
Not yet.

What other non-license plate hobbies do you have?
I’m into coin collecting. I like old books but I had to get rid of most of my book
Arizona.
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